iBMC WELCOME NOTE
Welcome to iBMC (Internet Business Mastery Course).
I'm excited you decided to take the internet bull by the horn by subscribing. You must not let go.
According to industry statistics, only 3% of candidates who register for a Course online complete same.
And less than 1% achieve success - that is, make money Online.
The reasons are varied and many. But chief among them is the Shiny Objects Syndrome whereby people
jump from one brand new idea to another without mastering any.
Another reason for failure is Preconceived Ideas whereby people believe online business should work
according to what they know and not according to the way things actually work online.
The KEY to online success is CONSISTENCY. And PERSISTENCE. And SELF-BELIEVE.
The Course is self-paced. All I can say is, don't allow any distractions derail you. Focus single-mindedly on
the Course until you’re happy with your progress. Then, have an open mind.
What you’re about to learn works. It has worked for the GURUS, it has worked for me, and I believe it
will work for you.
It is a long game. If you stay the course, you'll win BIG. If you get distracted, you'll not make it.
As the saying goes, “You can't chase 15 rabbits at the same time and expect to catch any.”
All I request from you is to set aside 90 minutes per day for learning or at worst, 60 minutes. Do every
Assignment no matter how mundane.
Above all, “Practice” what you learn by doing all the assignments.
Just as you can't ride a bike by reading the ABC or A to Z of Bike Riding, you can't succeed online by just
watching the Lessons and reading eBooks and articles.
You have to practice how to Build Mailing Lists, Write Scripts and Articles, Carry Out Email Campaigns,
Create Courses, Make Videos, Make Audios, Create eBooks, and many more. And it’s not about
popularity on Facebook and Instagram.
Thankfully, you're not alone. I've done all the heavy lifting for you, all you need do is to plug and play by
learning the basics I’ve designed for you and by doing the Assignments.
The RESULT is in the Assignments. So gear up to win by doing the exercises and Assignments – whether
doing videos, building your mailing list, scripting your sales letter and being active on our WhatsApp and
Facebook Groups.
Do not jump to the Lessons. Review all other materials first so you understand how they fit into the
Lessons.

In between Lessons there are Assignments. Please do them. Some Assignments are provided at the end
of the Lessons and you can also get them as standalone attachments.
iBMC has a private Facebook Group, ask to me admitted to join.
iBMC also has a private WhatsApp Group. You’ll be admitted once you register for the Course.
I can't wait to see you WIN.
This is the link to one of our Welcome Meeting recording: https://vimeo.com/559357929.
To your Online SUCCESS!

Warm regards,

--> Paul "Online Biz" Uduk
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